Nested and swaddled positioning support in the prone position facilitates sleep and heart rate stability in very low birth weight infants
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to observe in very low birth weight infants (VLBWI) the effect of nested and swaddled positioning support in the prone position on heart rate, sleep distribution, and behavior state. A total of 20 VLBWI who were born at a gestational age of 26.5 ± 4 weeks with a birth weight of 709 ± 207 g were studied at an average gestational age of 37.4 ± 0.6 weeks (range 36–39) and a weight of 1590 ± 337 g (range 1192–2372). A prospective and crossover design was used. Infants were observed in the prone position with and without positioning support. Heart rate and electroencephalography were monitored during 3-hour interfeeding epochs. Heart rate and the coefficient of variation of heart rate in prone infants with positioning support were lower than in prone infants without positioning support. The percent of quiet sleep and behavior state 1 in prone infants with positioning support were higher compared to prone infants without positioning support. In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that a prone position with nested and swaddled positioning support might facilitate sleep and heart rate stability compared to prone positioning alone in VLBWI.
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Introduction

Most of the literature regards the prone position as the position of choice in the neonatal intensive care unit. Preterm infants in the prone position display fewer stress responses such as startles, tremors, and twitches.1 Another physiologic benefit includes increased thoracoabdominal synchrony and rib cage motion. Pressure from the infant’s weight against the supporting surface is believed to enhance the stability of the chest wall, allow for greater excursion of the diaphragm, and ultimately result in a mechanical advantage for breathing.2–4

In the prone position, positioning support is usually placed underneath the major weight-bearing area to lift an infant’s body off the supporting surface. Trunk and pelvic supports free the extremities from the effects of gravity, and thereby facilitate the infant’s ability to adopt a physiologic tuck posture, simulating the intrauterine posture.5,6 There are some reports suggesting that use of the prone position with preterm infants can increase time in quiet sleep (QS) and decrease time spent crying or in active sleep (AS);7 in addition, it can decrease the amount of time spent awake with no significant difference in time spent in AS. However, the benefit of positioning support on central nervous system maturation is still under investigation. We hypothesize that positioning support may affect autonomic stability more than prone positioning alone. The purpose of this study is to observe the effect of positioning support in the prone position on the heart rate (HR), distribution of sleep, and behavior state in very low birth weight infants (VLBWI).
Subjects and methods

Study population

The present study included 20 VLBWI (13 males and seven females) who were born with a mean gestational age of 26.5 ± 4 weeks (range 22.7–32.5) and with a mean birth weight of 709 ± 207 g (range 441–1420). The gestational age and weight when the infants were studied were 37.4 ± 0.6 weeks (range 36–39) and 1590 ± 337 g (range 1192–2372), respectively. At this gestational age, premature infants show mature electroencephalography (EEG), which is similar to that of near-term infants. All patients were stable with no apnea or bradycardia and had full tube feeding. This study was based on informed consent from the parents and was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Nagano Children’s Hospital.

Experimental design

A prospective, crossover design was used. Infants were studied both in the prone position using nested and swaddled positioning support and in the prone position without support. HR and EEG were monitored during 3-hour interfeeding epochs. First, the infants were placed in the prone position without any support for 1 hour. Then, the babies held the hand towel and were nested and swaddled with a special mat (Baby Positioning Mat, Akatyan No Shiro Corporation, Kurume, Japan) to keep the elbow, shoulder, hip, and knee joint in flexion for 1 hour (Figure 1), and then the infants were taken off the special mat in the prone position. The second study was performed at the same interfeeding epoch on the next day. Following evaluation in the prone position with a special mat for 1 hour, infants were then taken off the special mat in the prone position for 1 hour, and were subsequently nested and swaddled with a special mat for 1 hour.

HR data was recorded by a body living information control system (Clinical Network System CAN-1100; Nihon Kohden Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). A HR of less than 50/bpm and greater than 200/bpm was considered noise and were thus excluded. EEG data was recorded from an electroencephalograph (Neurofax EEG-1714; Nihon Kohden Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with the eight-channel method. Sleep data from the EEG were evaluated as QS (high voltage, slow wave pattern, and trace alternant) or as AS (low voltage irregularity pattern and wave mixing).

Data was collected every minute. The states were evaluated using Brazelton and Nugent’s index; state 1 was deep sleep with eye closure, no eye movements, regular breathing, and no spontaneous movement; state 2 was light sleep with eye closure, eye movements, irregular breathing, and slight spontaneous movement; state 3 was slumber with eyes opened or closed (“heavy eyes”), eye movements, irregular breathing, and sporadic spontaneous movement; state 4 was excitement with brief periods of being cranky and active spontaneous movement; and state 6 was crying with violent intense crying and active spontaneous movement. The infant’s state was classified every minute in real time. The state was reassessed by video recording if the state was unclear.

Results

Figures 2 and 3 show the HR and the coefficient variation of HR (mean ± standard deviation). HR in prone infants with positioning support (153.7 ± 15.9/bpm) was lower than without positioning support (157.7 ± 17.1/bpm). The coefficient of variation of HR in prone infants with positioning support (0.057 ± 0.02/bpm) was also lower than without positioning support (0.078 ± 0.023/bpm).

Figure 4 shows the percent of QS and AS in prone infants with and without positioning support. The percent of QS in prone infants with positioning support (24%) was high compared to those without positioning support (7%). The percent of AS was almost the same among prone infants.
with positioning support (70%) and without positioning support (66%).

Figure 5 shows the percent of each state in prone infants with and without positioning support. The percent of state 1 in prone infants with positioning support (27%) was high compared to prone infants without positioning support (6%). The percent of state 2 was almost the same as in prone infants with positioning support (65%) and without positioning support (63%). The percent of other sleep states in prone infants without positioning support (state 3, 19%; state 4, 1%; state 5, 7%; and state 6, 5%) were high compared to prone infants with positioning support (state 3, 9%; state 4, 0%; state 5, 0%; and state 6, 0%).

Discussion

The different sensorimotor experience of premature infants compared with infants born at term may interfere with their sensorimotor development. The fetus in utero has spent most of his or her time in QS and was able to keep a stable HR to save energy; however, premature infants experienced different sensorimotor stressors, such as sound, light, and pain.

Several studies have reported that the prone position in preterm infants increases their time in QS.\textsuperscript{1,9–11} The mechanism behind how sleeping position influences sleep organization is still unclear. Harper\textsuperscript{12} has suggested that sleep state after a period of feeding is different from after a nonfeeding period of prolonged wakefulness. It is known that the ingestion of food increases the metabolic rate. This change in metabolic rate could influence the temporal pattern of sleep during interfeed periods. Less energy expenditure and a reduced ability to lose heat have been reported in prone-sleeping infants.\textsuperscript{10}

Premature infants have higher parasympathetic nerve activity compared with term infants.\textsuperscript{13} There are intense relationships between HR variability and sympathetic, as well as parasympathetic nerve activity. The results of this study demonstrate that in very low birth infants, positioning...
support in the prone position enhances HR stability and leads to relaxation. We assumed that positioning support in the prone position, by providing the infant with period of relaxation, would lead to less energy expenditure and thereby enhance growth and brain development. So far, there is no report linking sleep state disturbances with later learning or neurodevelopmental outcomes. Further observations using this new positioning mat may demonstrate improved later learning or neurodevelopmental outcomes in VLBWI. In conclusion, the present study showed that this new nested and swaddled prone positioning supports facilitated sleep and HR stability compared to prone positioning alone in VLBWI.
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